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                        In focus
We are all connected
Discover how our health is linked to that of animals, plants and the environment
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            News

        
                Projected famine in Gaza: FAO urges immediate access to deliver urgent and critical assistance at scale
        


            
New data reveals that half of the population or about 1.11 million people are experiencing catastrophic food insecurity
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            Story

        
                One Planet, One Health
        


            
Five of the many issues FAO is tackling through the One Health approach.
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                Investing in the "super-powers" of millets to boost their contribution to global food security
        


            QU Dongyu addresses International Year of Millets closing ceremony
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            Interactive story

        
                Make healthy eating a habit
        


            For children and adolescents, healthy diets are essential to grow and develop.
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            In Focus

        
                FAO teams up with basketball superstars
        


            Members of the world-famous Original Harlem Globetrotters visited FAO HQ to promote healthy diets and reducing food waste.
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            In Focus

        
                FAO response to global food security challenges
        


            Data analyses, policy recommendations, and actions on the ground.
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            Publication

        
                A showcase of FAO’s best work
        


            How do we keep food imports safe? Do we need to choose between food security and climate neutrality? Our digital brochures answer these questions and more.
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            Campaign

        
                Take action for camelids
        


            For the International Year of Camelids 2024, see what we can all do to help support and promote these heroes of the deserts and highlands.
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            Data

        
                Better data, better policies, better diets
        


            The FAO/WHO GIFT platform provides quantitative individual food consumption data from all around the world.
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            Facebook

        
                Promoting women’s entrepreneurship and economic self-sufficiency in Türkiye
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            X

        
                How FAO and the European Union helped Afghan farmers restore their livelihoods
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            Instagram

        
                Chef Binta and FAO join forces to empower women fonio producers in Ghana
        


            








    








    

    Voices of Impact












        
            
                    
            

            
                
                    Reducing the need for antimicrobials by improving animal husbandry practices
                

                14/11/2023

                Antimicrobials are important for treating animal diseases. However, using them excessively or incorrectly can lead to antimicrobial resistance (AMR). Watch the video to learn how Zambian farmers succeeded in decreasing antimicrobial usage in their farms and increasing the quality of their products by taking part in FAO Farmer Field Schools.
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                    How raising temperatures can make our food unsafe
                

                
                    03/04/2024
                

                As we face the climate crisis we must find sustainable ways to produce and consume safe and healthy foods while preserving our planet’s resources.
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                FAO Brief - 22 March 2024
            

            22/03/2024

            In this episode, FAO urges immediate humanitarian access amid projected famine in Gaza, FAO launches a new tool in partnership with Google to monitor and protect forests, and looking ahead to the role of Latin America and the Caribbean in global food security despite challenges.
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    Data
Food loss percentages by region (2016 and 2021)
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    Source: FAO. 2023. Indicators. In: Sustainable Development Goals. Rome. Cited 8 June 2023. https://www.fao.org/sustainable-development-goals-data-portal/data/en/
https://doi.org/10.4060/CC7088EN-fig52
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            In Focus

        
                Annual funding overview
        


            
Thanks to continued trust and growing financial support from our Resource Partners, FAO is working to create a world without hunger or poverty.
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            Publication

        
                Medium Term Plan and Programme of Work
        


            
The Director-General’s Medium Term Plan (Reviewed) 2022-25 and Programme of Work and Budget 2024-25.
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            In Focus

        
                FAO Data Lab
        


            The FAO Data Lab for Statistical Innovation modernizes the statistical business process, with a specific focus on emergency contexts, when having access to timely information is very important.
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        FAO supports governments and partners to design the right policies and programmes to end hunger, promote
            food security and promote sustainable agriculture for millions of
            people around the
            world.

    

    
        
            Hover the mouse over an SDG icon for more information

            A world free from hunger and malnutrition where food and agriculture contributes to improving the living
                standards of all
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            FAO works with governments and partners to empower some of the world’s most marginalized people to
                end rural poverty. 
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            FAO helps ensure food security by developing ways of growing food that will work in the future so that
                millions of people don’t go hungry.
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            Good health starts with nutrition. FAO sets global standards and works with governments and the private
                sector to ensure food quality and safety throughout the food chain.
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            FAO invests in educational systems for rural communities and supports improved access to primary
                education and school meals in order to create equal opportunities for all and chances of lifelong
                learning. 
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            FAO supports gender equality in the agricultural sector in an effort to raise levels of nutrition in
                local communities and improve agricultural productivity. 
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            FAO works with governments to ensure water use in agriculture is made more efficient, equitable and
                environmentally friendly.
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            FAO promotes the use of renewable energies and works to ensure access to modern energy services across
                the food chain.
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            FAO seeks better economic opportunities for all by investing in sustainable agricultural practices and
                food systems that reduce inequalities and create decent jobs. 
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            FAO seeks to secure a future for rural communities via investments in transportation, irrigation, food
                storage facilities and communication technologies. 
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            FAO works with countries and partners to generate employment in rural areas, ensure access to natural
                resources for the most vulnerable and connect farmers to markets.
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            FAO works to improve urban healthcare, water quality and rethink city region food systems to help deter
                the negative effects of sprawling urbanisation.
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            FAO coordinates major global initiatives and projects to tackle food waste and loss, partnering with
                international organisations, the private sector and civil society.
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            FAO supports countries in responding to the threats of climate change by providing advice, data and tools
                for better agricultural policies and practices.
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            FAO, in partnership with governments and fishing communities, implements best practices in fisheries to
                ensure our oceans are protected as a means of livelihoods.
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            FAO promotes sustainable approaches to natural resource management and supports endeavours that promote a
                balance between conservation and development initiatives.
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            FAO plays a critical role in peacebuilding, restoring rural livelihoods, building resilience and
                participatory approaches to policymaking.
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            FAO acts as a neutral policymaking forum and develops partnerships with all concerned with food and
                agriculture to ensure a world free from hunger.
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    FAO supports governments and partners to design the right policies and programmes to
        end hunger, promote
       food security and promote sustainable agriculture for millions of people
        around the
        world.
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                        FAO invests in educational systems for rural communities and supports improved access to
                            primary education and school meals in order to create equal opportunities for all and
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                        FAO promotes the use of renewable energies and works to ensure access to modern energy
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                        FAO seeks to secure a future for rural communities via investments in transportation,
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                        FAO works with countries and partners to generate employment in rural areas, ensure access to
                            natural resources for the most vulnerable and connect farmers to markets.
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                        FAO works to improve urban healthcare, water quality and rethink city region food systems to
                            help deter the negative effects of sprawling urbanisation.
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                        FAO supports countries in responding to the threats of climate change by providing advice,
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                        FAO, in partnership with governments and fishing communities, implements best practices in
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    Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems.
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